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WORKSHEET 5 PRESENT SIMPLE: TO BE 

Name   No. Class 

Date Mark Teacher  

A. Circle the correct form of the verb to be. 

1. George am / is a schoolboy. 

2. I’m / ’re a teacher. 

3. You is / are at school.  

4. This is / am my classroom. 

5. Lara and Sarah are / is good students. 

6. We is / are ten years old. 

7. Peter and Paul is / are friends. 

B. Fill in the gaps with the right form of the verb to be. 

1. He ____________ my brother. 

2. They ____________ my classmates. 

3. We ____________ in year 5. 

4. It ____________ my new tablet. 

5. David ____________ a good friend.  

6. Cindy ____________ in the playground. 

7. We ____________ in the school library. 

8. I ____________ eleven years old. 

9. This ____________ a good game. 

10. My surname ____________ Smith. 

C. Write the sentences in the correct order.  

is / a student / Mark / . Mark is a student. 

1. I / at school /  am / . _________________________________________________ 

2. we / years old / are / eleven / . _________________________________________________ 

3. Daphne / is / name / her / . _________________________________________________ 

4. is / this / my  friend / Sophie / . _________________________________________________ 

5. Bristol / is / she / from / . _________________________________________________ 

6. parents / her / doctors / are / . _________________________________________________ 
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ANSWERS 
 

A. Circle the correct form of the verb to be. 

1. George am / is a schoolboy. 

2. I’m / ’re a teacher. 

3. You is / are at school.  

4. This is / am my classroom. 

5. Lara and Sarah are / is good students. 

6. We is / are ten years old. 

7. Peter and Paul is / are friends. 

B. Fill in the gaps with the right form of the verb to be. 

1. He ______is______ my brother. 

2. They _____are_______ my classmates. 

3. We ____are________ in year 5. 

4. It _____is_______ my new tablet. 

5. David ____is________ a good friend.  

6. Cindy ______is______ in the playground. 

7. We _____are_______ in the school library. 

8. I ____am________ eleven years old. 

9. This _____is_______ a good game. 

10. My surname ____is________ Smith. 

C. Write the sentences in the correct order.  

is / a student / Mark / . Mark is a student. 

1. I / at school /  am / . I am at school. 

2. we / years old / are / eleven / . We are eleven years old. 

3. Daphne / is / name / her / . Her name is Daphne. 

4. is / this / my  friend / Sophie / . This is my friend Sophie. 

5. Bristol / is / she / from / . She is from Bristol. 

6. parents / her / doctors / are / . Her parents are doctors. 

 


